THE DODECAHEDRON IN PLATO'S TIMAEUS
I
in (ji ova1J~ aV(1TaaeW~ lJ,ta~ nifClt7:1J~, en/, 1'0 niiv 0
XaTex(!?]aaTO exeivo (jtaCwyeacpwv. (Timaeus 55 C)
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Plato's treatment of the dodecahedron in the Timaeus is
confined to this brief statement of wide implication. Of the five
regular Platonic polyhedra, the dodecahedron is the only geometrie solid not assigned to one of the basie elements 1). It is
placed fifth and last in the series, although in terms of the number of faces in its strueture it is fourth.
F.M.Cornford translates the passage: 'There remained one
constroction, the fifth; and the god used it for the whole,
making a pattern of animal figures thereon.' 2). There is an
immediate and obvious difficulty in translating (jtaCwyeacpwv as
making a pattern 01 animal figures. The section of the Timaeus
(53 C-5 7D) in which the statement is found is concerned only
with the description of the mathematical properties of the primary bodies. Plato's attention is here devoted exc1usively to abstract concepts involving mathematics and physies; a description
of anything decorated with animal figures is out of place in the
context. A. E. Taylor interprets the word to mean broideringfigures on it, taking CiiJa as the regular word for figures in a pieture
or a piece of tapestry, and the CiiJa of this pas~age to be the constellations, inc1uding those of the Zodiac. Taylor's interpretation
is founded upon a statement in Timaeus Locrus on the dodecahedron and the sphere and upon Plutarch's analysis of the pentagonal faces of the dodecahedron 3). This is a point to whieh the
I) The faces of the tetrahedron of fire, the octahedron of air, and the
icosahedron of water are composed of equilateral triangles ; the faces of the
cube ofearth are composed of right-angled isosceles triangles (half-squares).
The pentagonal faces of the dodecahedron cannot be used to form any of
the basic elements. A detailed examination of the triangular surfaces of the
solids is found in Cornford, Plato's Cosmology (New York, 1957), 211 ff. and
is continued by Pohle, "The Mathematical Foundations of Plato's Atomic
Physics", lsis 62 (1971), ;6-46.
2) Cornford (above, note I) 218.
;) Taylor, A Commentary on Plato's Timaeus (Oxford, 1928), ;77:
Timaeus Locrus 98 E: Ta (ji (jw&,.;ae(jeov el,.;6va TOV :n;avTa~ EGTaUaTO, lyytGTa
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discussion will return; first, however, it is necessary that
&uCwyeulpiiw be exarnined to determine both a general range of

meaning current in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. (particularly in the Platonic Corpus) and a specific application appropriate to this passage.
The basic meaning of Cwyeulpeiv is to paintfrom life (Republic
598B); an extension of this meaning is to adom (as with paint).
This more general meaning is found even earlier in Aristophanes, EcclesiazuJae 996. In the Phi/ebus Plato describes Ta IpUvnJ.C1p,U'l'a as lCwyeUIp'fJp,ivu, pure1y mental pleasures as fjCJovu{ ...
lCwyeulp'fJp,ivut, an image a man has of himse1f as lveCwyeuljJ'fJp,ivov, and images generally as yeyeup,p,ivu (Phi/ebus 40A-B); in
each instance the meaning is very dose to the English depict.
Phi/ebus 39B and 39D demonstrate a conscious transition and
extension of Cwyealpovg wyeurpfjp,uTu and yeup,p,unC1T~vjyeap,p,UTU
from concrete to conceptual depiction. The depiction or portraya/
of a cirde in concrete form is described as 1'0 CwyeUlpovp,evov at
Ep. VII, 34zC. The usage is of interest even in light of the
questionable authenticity of E p. VII as a whole and of this
passage (34zA-z44D) in particu1ar 4). It is significant for present
considerations that lvCwyeulpeiv and Cwyeulpeiv are very dose in
meaning to yealpetv.
In a sirnilar fashion yeurpfj is used by Plato to signify an outline or delineation 5 ), although the verb yealpetv in uncompounded
form appears not to have been used in the mathematical sense of
describe prior to Eudid6). Sirnilarly, CJwyeurpfj means delineation
(Republic 501 A), and CJtayeup,p,u means geometrica/figure (Phaedrus
73 B), but the verb CJWyeaIpBlV, while used by Plato to signify to
(J(pa{ear; lav (ed. Marg [Leiden, 197Z], 136). Plutarch, Platonicae Quaestiones
5.1 (Moralia VI. I, ed. Hubert, B. T. [Leipzig, 1959]), discusses the geometry of the dodecahedron and its proximity to the sphere with direct
reference to Timaeus 55 C, concluding with the remark 61o "al oo"ei TOv
l;w6taxov apa "al TOV lvWVTOv dnopLpeiaOm Tair; 6tavopair; Täiv poteäiv laae{OpOLr; ovamr;. The notion is predkated upon the division of each of the
twelve pentagonal faces of the dodecahedron (months) into thirty scalene
triangles (days). Cf. below, note 17.
4) The "Doctrine of the Fifth" in Ep. VII has little or no bearing
upon the interpretation of Tim. 55 C. Cf. Edelstein, Plato's Seventb Letter
(Leiden, 1966), 87 n. 37.
5) The form "aTaYeaqffrv is used at Smp. 193 A, or as conjectured by
Ruhnken, "aTa yearp~v. The meaning is probably the same in either case.
Cf. Tbe Symposium 0/ Plat0 2 , ed. Bury (Cambridge, 1932),67.
6) Tbt. 147 D: neel o1JlJdpewv n fJpiv EJe6owQor; öae lyearpe refers to
the composition of a treatise on roots.
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delineate, does not appear to have extensive application to the
construction of mathematical figures 7).
In the light of these considerations, it is not necessary that
~taCwyearpwv in the Timaeus mean specifically painting, or making
a pattern of anima' figures, or embroidering, or have any reference
to astronomy. The context requires, in fact demands, only the
meaning delineating 8 ), and when taken with E'X,eivo referring to
7) A.J.Festugiere, Proclus, Commentaire mr le Timee (Paris, 1966) I,
95.2 (60.27) is quite definite in his interpretation ofProclus' understanding
of the word as used by Plato: "'Representation graphique' est tout ce que
Proclus a vu ici dans le mot ÖtaeWYflacpetV, et, meme chez Platon, je doute
qu'il y ait a ehereher une allusion soit aux animaux du zodiaque (Cornford,
219) soit meme a la balle formee de douze pieces de cuir aux couleurs variee
dont parle le Phidon (110 B), bien que Proclus deja ait fait le rapprochement,
1. IV (t. III) 141.22 ss...." Further, at IV, 180.2 (141.2Ü his observation
is that "Yl2acp~ [in Proclus] est dessin ou peinture, eWYl2acpetv dessiner ou
peindre d'apres la nature vivante, d'ou generalement dessiner ou peindre.
ÖtaeWYflacpeiv (Tim. 55 C 6) ajoute sans doute la nuance qu'il s'agit Ja d'un
'arrangement final' (Öta-), comme l'entend Rivaud. Ni chez Proclus en tout
cas (wanefl 0 oVl2ava~ Tq! 6wOe"ai612q> nal2u TOV 6TJI-uovflYoV ÖteeWYflacpT}Tat
141.23 s.) ni chez le Ps. Olympiodore, in Phaed. 199.4 Norvin (nw~ 6w&"aa"VTq> acpall2a lot"cv; fj ÖTt piXl2t amij~ nflOetat Ta 6w&"ae6120v, eJi 6taewYl2acpei Ta näv 0 Tlpaw~, OV l"ei MYCTat Tflonov), il n'est question de 'figures
brodees sur le Ciel' ... ou 'de figures animales peintes au Ciel' ..." Proclus
has a consistent view of the relation of the dodecahedron to the sphere and
to Ta näv. Cf. Festugiere 1,31 (7.1); I, 98 (63.U); III, 255 (208.20); III, 280
(234.19); and III, 325 (281.22).
8) Eva Sachs in Die Fünf Platonischen Kijrper (Berlin, 1917), 47, in
considering this passage presents a similar interpretation: "Ich übersetze
die Worte: 'Da noch eine körperliche Figur, die fünfte, übrig war, so verwandte sie Gott für das All, indem er dessen Grundriß entwarf.' Ötaeq>YflaCPetV ist schwer zu erklären, ecpyflacpetv heißt es nicht, weil es sich um Malen
mit Farben handelte, sondern weil der Kosmos ein eq!ov ist, ÖtaYflacpuv
aber ist 'Linien durchziehen'. Wie das gemeint ist, zeigt Platons Staat 500e,
wo die Philosophen sagen: 'Der Staat wird auf keine andere Weise jemals
die Glückseligkeit erreichen, als wenn die Grundlinien zu seinem Entwurf
Maler zeichnen, die das göttliche Modell benutzen'." ,A.V:ldv 6TJ alaBwvTat
oE noUol ön dJ..TJBij nefll amov J..iyopcv, xaJ..enavovat 6TJ Toi~ cptJ..oaocpot~ "al
dm(JT~aov(Jtv TJpiv Ä.iyova!V w~ ov" a.v nOTe a.Uw~ ev6atpovrjCJete noJ..t~, etPTJ
aVTTJV ÖtaYflalpetaV oE Tq! Belq> nUQa&lypan Xl2wPCVOt eWYl2acpot; (R. VI, 500
D-E). Cf. also Gadamer, Idee und Wirklichkeit in Platos Timaios (Heidelberg,
1974), 25, n. I I : "Daß dagegen der Werker einen Vorentwurf, sozusagen
einen Umriß des All anfertigt und dafür den dem Volumen des Kreises
am nächsten kommenden regelmäßigen Körper verwendet, ist plausibel.
Dafür, daß in Öta die schematisierende Tätigkeit der Umrißkonstruktion
wie in 6tayeacpeiv vorliegt, vgl. Rep. 501 A, Arist. Top. 105 bI3. Hier will
Platon durch das Wort wohl daran erinnern, dass es ein eq!ov ist, das Universum, um dessen Grundriß es sich handelt."
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1'() :rr:a'P, it means that the Demiurge delineates the whole in that fifth
solid. Conversely, the geometrical delineation of the dodecahedron and its surfaces provides an insight into the integrated
physical structure of the whole.

II

In the Timaeus matter is described in terms of the four
Empedoc1ean elements Fire, Air, Water, and Earth. Fire and
Earth are the two extremes linked by the two intermediate elements Air and Water (Timaeus 3I B). All of the four regular
solids that correspond to the elements can be inscribed in a
sphere. The remaining regular solid is the dodecahedron, and
while it is not identified with an element, and while it too can be
inscribed in a sphere, it occupies an intermediate position between the four polyhedra of the elements and the figure of the
sphere. In his commentary Cornford correctly observes of the
dodecahedron that " ... the Demiurge 'uses it for the whole',
i. e. for the sphere, to which the figure approaches most nearly
in volume ...", citing Timaeus Locrus and Wyttenbach's note on
Phaedo 110 B where the spherical earth is compared to a ball made
of twelve pentagonal pieces of leather9).
The language used to describe the formation of the sphere
reflects a construction proceeding from the elements to the
whole incorporating each of the elements in the structure of the
whole:
Tw'P ~e ~'1 TBna.ew'P g'P öÄo'P bWOTO'P e'tÄ'Yj({JCJJ ij 7:oi! 'Xoa/-lov
avaiaat~. l'X yae :rr:veo~ :rr:U1J7:0~ {5~U7:0~ TB 'Xui aEeO~ 'Xui yif~ aV'PEa7:'Yjae'P UV7:0'P 0 aV'Pta7:a~, /-lEeO~ OV~& ov~e'Po~ ov~e MJ'Pu/-lt1J l~w()e'P
v:rr:oÄt:rr:w'P, 'X7:Ä. (Timaeus FC)

Now the frame of the world took up the whole of each of
these four; he who put it together made it consist of all the fire
and water and air and earth, leaving no part or power of any one
of them outside.... (tr. Cornford, p. 52)
EXif/-lu ~e l~w'Xe'P UV7:i(> 7:0 :rr:ebw'P 'Xui 7:0 avyye'PE~. 7:i(> ~e 7:a
:rr:a'Pia h UV7:i(> I;;i(>u :rr:eetixet'P /-l8ÄÄo'P7:t I;; q;ep :rr:eE:rr:o'P a'P e't'Yj axif/-lu

7:0 :rr:eetetÄ'Yj({Jo~ B'P UV7:i(> :rr:a'Pia o:rr:oau ax1J/-lu7:u. ~tO 'Xui a({JUteOet~E~,
l'X /-lEaov :rr:a'P7:rJ :rr:eo~ 7:a~ TBÄev7:a~ Lao'P d:rr:EXO'P, 'Xv'XÄOTBee~ UV7:0

9) Cornford (above, note I), 219.
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E-rO(!'PeVaa7:0, nanw'P UAEW-ra7:0'P oflmo-ra-ro'P
-rw'P, KrA. (Timaeus 33 B)

U

av-ro lavnJ> aX'YJf-la-

And for shape he gave it that which is fitting and akin to its
nature. For the living creature that was to embrace a11 living
creatures within itse1f, the fitting shape would be the figure that
comprehends in itse1f a11 the figures there are; accordingly, he
turned its shape rounded and spherical, equidistant every way
from centte to exttemity - a figure the most perfeet and uniform
of a11; .... (tt. Cornford, p. 54)
..• AEtO'P xat o,uaAo'P nanaxii U EX f-leaov Zao'P xat ÖAO'P xat
-reAEO'P EX UMW'P aw,ua-rw'P aWf-la Enol'YJaE'P' X-rA.. (Timaeus 34B)

... he made it smooth and uniform, everywhere equidistant
from its centte, a body whole and complete, with complete
bodies for its parts. (tt. Cornford, p. 58)
The a11-embracing figure, -ro -roii na'P-ro~ aWf-la (Tim. 3I B),
is given the most perfect shape comprehending in itse1f a11 the
figures. The words axiff-la -ro nEetEtA'YJcpO~ E'P avnp na'P-ra onoaa
axf}f-la-ra (Timaeus 33 B) must refer to a11 five of the regular solids 10) inasmuch as they are the primary shapes of creation. If
this be the case, then the dodecahedron has a place in the consttuction of the whole. The question of what utility, if any, it has
in the formation and continuing function of the material uruverse
is perhaps not who11y amenable to solution 11). However, within
10) The dodecahedron has an intermediate position between the
sphere and the four elements which is perhaps implied in the discussion of
intermediate existence (Tim. 35 A), although no explicit mention is made
of it. Similarly, the extreme and mean ratios are employed in the line used
to form the pentagon in Pythagorean mathematics (below, note 21), but
Plato makes no specific reference to the ratios in his discussion of the
dodecahedron or in the passage on the harmonics of the World Soul (Tim.
35 B -36 B).
1I) The connection of the fifth element with aether made by Xenocrates: Ta pilJ OVlJ l;/fla nciÄLlJ OVTW t5tnetiTo el, l<5ia, Te ,.;ai pieTJ nalJTa TeOnOlJ
t5tateWlJ, lw, ek Ta nalJTWlJ GTmxtia Grpl";ETO TWlJ l;c[JwlJ, ä <5fJ nbu Gxf]paTa
,.;ai GWpaTa QJlJopal;ev, ei, alOiea ,.;ai nve ,.;ai v<5we ,.;ai yfjv ,.;ai Giea (apud Simp.
in Ph. VIII 1 Comm. in Arisl. Graeca X, p. 1165.33 = Brandis, Scholia in
Arisl. 427&15 in Arislolelis Opera ed. Gigon, v. IV [Berlin, 1961]. Cf. also
Simp. in Cael. I 2, Comm. in Arisl. Graeca VII, p. 12.16 and I 3, v. VII,
p. 87.19 = Brandis, Scholia 470&24') is not to be read into Plato's physics.
Plato himself says at Tim. 58 C-D: METa <5fJ TaVTa <5eilJoeilJ ÖTI nveo, Te yiVT]
noUa yEyovev... ,.;aTa Tama <5i Gieo" TO pilJ evayiGTaTOlJ inl";ÄTJv alOfJe
";aÄovpevo" <1 <5i ()oÄeeWTaTo, OplXÄTJ Te ,.;ai G";OTO" ,.;TÄ. The discussion of
aether as a fifth element is entirely appropriate in the context of AristotIe's
physics (de Caelo 270b22); on the importance of the suspect fragments of
Philolaus (Vorsokral. 12 I 44 B) and of the Platonic Epinomis 981 C in the
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the context of the dialogue and apart from its material form, the
dodecahedron has a discernible geometrical significance in its
relation to the other four solids.
It is notable that in the Timaeus the solids are described in
terms of ordinary speech. The presentation very probably refleets Plato's proceduxe of consttueting the solids by putting
together ttiangular surfaces rather than by means of geomettical
propositions I2). If one assurnes that as he wrote, Plato had in
front of hirn solid models of the figures 13) with the triangles inscribed on the faces, then his insistence upon the interchangeability of the ttiangles of three of the solids (fire, air, and water) and
the separate nature of the fourth (earth) (Tim. 54B) can be seen
to stern from his method of observation in which only the suxfaces of the solids are considered rather than from a convietion
that the two types of triangles are incompatible in the sense that
no relation pertains between them in the solids. The tettahedron, oetahedron, and icosahedron are all composed of
equilateral ttiangles. The surfaces of the polyhedra composed of
equilateral triangles are subdivided into half-equilateral triangles
having the proportions I, z, 13 14 ). Theoretically the surfaces of
any one of these polyhedra could be reduced to the component
ttiangles and then reformed into any one of the other solids in

interpretation of Tim. 55 C, cf. Martin, Btudes !Ur la Timte de Platon (Paris,
1841), II, 133, Note XXXVIII. iii and 247, Note LXIX. ii; Zeller, Plalo
and Ihe Older Academy [Philosophie der Griechen, II,2,2 Plalo und die ältere
Akademie] (London, 1888; repr. New York, 1962), 273f.; Moraux in R.E.
XXIV s. quinla essenlia, co!. I I 81 sqq. Cf. also Claghorn, Arislolle's Crilicism
0/ Plalo's 'Timaeus' (The Hague, 1954), 22, n. I I where one must note a
slight misinterpretation of Zeller's observations; and Cornford (above,
note I), 221.
12) Cornford (above, note I), 212f.
13) Early Celtic and Etruscan stone dodecahedra are cited by Rivaud,
Timie-Crilias [Bude ed. vo!. X] (Paris, 1925), 82; Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy' (London, 1930), 284 n. 1; and the more extensive citations of Burkert, Lore and Science in Ancieni Pylhagoreanism (Cambridge, Mass., 1972),
460, n. 65. Decorated bronze dodecahedra of the third century A.D. are
illustrated by Deonna, "Les dodecaedres gallo-romains en bronze, ajoures
et bouletes", Auociation Pro Auenlko, Bullelin 16 (1954), 19-89.
14) Taylor (above, note 3), 373ff.; Cornford (above, note 1), 210ff.;
Friedländer, Plalo' (Princeton, 1969), 1,246-60. The decomposition ofthe
primary bodies and the interpretations of the process given by Cornford
and Rivaud are discussed by Pohle, "Dimensional Concepts and the Interpretation of Plato's Physics", Exegesis and Argumenl,. Phronesis, Supplemenlary VoitIme I (Assen, 1973), 306-323.
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the series (Timaeus 53 E and HB-C)15). Inasmuch as the cube is
formed of the half-square or right-angled isosceles triangle
(I, I, y2), the triangles will not serve to form any of the other
solids, producing an apparent lapse in the otherwise consistent
elabotation of the movement from point Ot line to asolid 16).
Quite clearly the pentagonal faces of the dodecahedron cannot
be generated by the simple expedient of putting togethet combinations of either of the preferred triangles I7 ).
The two types of surface triangles then have no apparent
necessary relationship in the four material-forming solids when
the solids are viewed as individual entities. Not are the polyhedra of the Timaeus examined in seetion. If any attempt had
been made to do so, one would expeet Plato to have discussed,
for example, the relationship of the tetrahedron to the cube: the
tetrahedron can be inscribed in the cube, but not in any way that
would show one of the triangular sides on the face of the cube;
each edge of the tetrahedron appears as a diagonal of a square
face of the cube I8 ). The square, however, is present as the
median base of the pyramids of equilateral triangles forming the
oetahedron; and two pyramids of equilateral triangles with
pentagonal bases are employed in the construetion of the
15) The criticism of the interchange leveled by Aristotle is detailed
at length by Cherniss, Aristotle's Criticism 0] Plato and the Academy (Baltimore, 1944), I, 148ff.
16) The discussion by Taylor (above, note 3), 364-373 is of particular
interest, as is the survey of the geometrical theories of the Early Academy
by Philip, "The 'Pythagorean' Theory of the Derivation of Magnitudes",
Phoenix 20 (1966), 32-5°.
17) Martin (above, note II), II, 245 ff., Note LXIX. i comments
critically upon the subdivision of the pentagon into triangles given by
Alcinous and Plutarch and followed by Stallbaum. A diagram is given by
Heath, A History 0] Creek Mathematics (Oxford, 1921), I, 296. Lasserre,
The Birth 0] Mathematics in the Age 0] Plato (London, 1964), 76 is of the
opinion that it may have been Theaetetus who first established that the
straight line joining two successive angles of a pentagon intersect in extreme and mean ratio, and that the construction of the pentagon employing
isosceles triangles was al ready known.
18) Heran in his Deftnitiones 104 (p. 66 Heiberg) reports Archimedes
to have said that Plato was familiar with the semi-regular solids that may
have been constructed through the sectioning of the cube (Heath, [above,
note 17], I, 295). The cube and the octahedron can be sectioned for the
purpose of forming semi-regular solids, and while it is possible that the
principle was known at the time Plato wrate, he makes no mention of it.
However, the observer of the solid models can readily see that the crosssection of the dodecahedron producesa hexagon, a figure not otherwise
associated with a structure formed of pentagons.
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icosahedron. The outline of the square in the octahedron and of
the pentagon in the icosahedron appears as the solid model is
turned 19). It is a short step to the observation that the rightangled isosceles triangle is a component in the structure of the
octahedron, asolid composed entirely of faces formed of equilateral triangles, just as the pentagon is a component in the structure of the icosahedron. None of these properties of the polygons
or polyhedra is commented upon by Plato, and yet they form a
body of observations which are easily made, are indeed inescapable, even when the solid models are examined independently of any formal mathematical analysis 20).
Whether or not the mathematics of the Timaeus is Pythagorean 21), it is reasonable to assume that Plato was familiar
with the early Pythagorean construction of the star pentagon
and of the dodecahedron from tWelve pentagons. In view of his
remarks in the Republic C528A-E) on the incomplete state of
knowledge about the regular solids, and the likelihood that
Theaetetus was the first mathematician "to construct all five
[solids] theoretically and investigate fully their relations to one
another and the circumscribing spheres" 22), the absence of a
19) The pentagons of the icosahedron are described in Euclid XIII. 16
(Heiberg, Euclidis Elementa [Leipzig, 1885], IV. 3°5; Heath, The Thirteen
Books 0/ Euclid's Elements' (New York, 1956), III, 481; Lasserre (above,
note 17), 75. Later mathematical analyses of the solid are discussed by
Bruins, "The Icosahedron from Heron to Pappos",janus 46 (1957),173-182.
20) Although the Theory of Forms is re-emergent in the Timaeus and
is applicable to the primary bodies (Tim. 5 I B-p C. Cf. Cornford [above,
note I], 188ff. and Morrow, "Plato's Theory of the Primary Bodies in the
Timaeus and the Later Doctrine of Forms", AGPh 50 [1968], 12-28), it is
not brought to bear specifically upon the present points of consideration.
21) Burkert (above, note 13), 7of., and Heath, "Excursus I, Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans", The Thirteen Books 0/ Euclid's Elements (above,
note 19), I, 413. The Pythagorean construction of the pentagon probably
involved the juxtaposition of isoseeles triangles displaying the division of
a line into extreme and mean ratios as in Euclid II, I I ; IV, 10 & I I ; XII, 8
(Stamatis post Heiberg, Euclidis Elementa [Leipzig, 1969], I, 86 & 165-68;
Heiberg, [above, note 19], IV, 269). Cf. Heath (above, note 19), II, 98f.
and Stapleton, "Ancient and Modern Aspects ofPythagoreanism", Osiris 13
(1958), 12-45 (38f.). A connection between the very early work of Babylonian mathematicians on the pentagon and that of Pythagoras has been
posited by de Vogel, Pythagoras and Early Pythagoreanism (Assen, 1966), 39f.
Appendix A, "On The Babylonian Origin 0/ the Pentagram," 292ff. Heron's
later treatment is analyzed by Bruins, "Regular Polygons in Babylonian
and Greek Mathematics", janus 48 (1959), 5-23 (15 f.).
22) Heath (above, note 17), I, 160ff.: "It would be easy to conclude
that the dodecahedron is inscribable in a sphere, and to find the centre of
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Fig.

1

(after Bruins)

detailed treatment of the dodecahedron in the Timaeus is understandable.
If ~tal;wyempwv at Timaeus 55C is understood as delineating
and is applied to the inscribed sunaces of the solids, and if in
the case of the dodecahedron the figure is the triangular construction of the star pentagram, the relations of the cube and of
the equilateral triangle to the dodecahedron are displayed upon
the sunace of the solid. The cube can then easily be inscribed in
the dodecahedron, one line from each of the twelve pentagrams
being utilized in its formation 23). It is important to note that
it, without constructing both in the elaborate manner of Eucl. XIII. 17
and warking out the relation between an edge of the dodecahedron and
the radius of the sphere, as is there done: ..." (p. 162). Raven, Pythagoreans
and Eleatics (Cambridge, 1948), 150-155, examines a passage in Aetius
(II, 6,5; Vorsokrat. 12 44 A 15) supposedly derived from Theophrastus which
attributes to Pythagoras the formation of the sphere of the whole from the
dodecahedron and concludes that Aetius (ar Theophrastus) was probably
mistaken.
23) This construction is analogaus to the early Pythagorean construction of the pentagon and dodecahedron discussed by Heath (abave,
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Fig.2

none of the six surfaces of the cube lies on any of the plane surfaces ofthe dodecahedron in which it is inscribed (Fig. I). Similady, the equilateql triangle appears on the surface of the dodecahedron when the pentagram is drawn on each of the pentagonal faces. The triangle does not appear on aplane, but rather
at the bases of three contiguous planes forming a solid angle; it
has a re1ationship to the dodecahedron which is similar to that
of the cube: one of the sides of the triangle when so inscribed
can be the same line of the pentagram used to inscribe the cube
(Hg. I, fine AB).
The dodecahedron and the icosahedron are said to be a
dual pair: either polyhedron can be construeted by connecting
points placed in the center of the faces of the other 24). In the case
note 17), I, 159ff. Pappus' later treatment is outlined by Bruins (above,
note 19), 176.
24) These relationships are weil illustrated by Holden, Shapes, Spate,
and Symmetry (New York, 1971) 4-9. Ancient comparisons of the dodecahedron and the icosahedron along with the inscriptions of certain of the solids
in one-another are to be found in the so-called Books XIV and XV of
Euc1id (Heiberg [above, note 21], V). A treatise on the comparison of the
five figures by Aristaeus referred to by Hypsic1es (second century B. c.) in
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of the icosahedron the form of the pentagon is clearly visible in
the strueture of the solid, but it is not present as a plane surface
(Fig. z). It is a manifestation of the duality of these two solids
that the surfaces of one are visible in the strueture of the other;
but for the purposes of the plesent inquiry, the important point
is that when the pentagrams are drawn upon the pentagonal
faces of the dodecahedron, one may clearly see both the cube
(and hence the right-angled isosceles triangle) and the equilateral
triangle. Thus the phrase in;' TO nfiv has greater significance than
the closeness of the dodecahedron to the sphere: the dodecahedron visibly incorporates in itself all the surtaces that combine
and recombine to form the other four regular solids of Platonic
physics. In so doing, it constitutes a geometrical matrix in the
formation of the physical universe.
Irvine
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Book XIV may possibly be dated as early as the fourth century B. C. The
dating of the material and a summary of the contents of the books is
provided by Heath (above, note 17), I, 419ff.

